
ABOUT THIS JOB 

Job Type: Full Time 

Experience Level: 5+ years 

Role: Backend Software Engineer (Django) 

Industry: SaaS, Software Development, Sports, Wearable Technology, Data Analytics 

Company size: 15-20 people 

Company Type: Private 

Location: INCUS HQ. Loughborough University Science and Enterprise Park, Loughborough, UK 

Salary: £45,000+ (depending on experience) + Benefits. 

 

TECHNOLOGIES 

Python, Django, AWS, Github, TDD 

 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

At INCUS®, we’ve set out to reinvent the way people tell stories using data in sport. Founded in 2016, 

our mission is to provide a pathway for anyone to achieve greatness in swimming, running or 

cycling, with easy-to-use, cutting-edge wearable technology and automated, predictive 

analytics. We’ve developed the most advanced multi-sport wearable technology, based on an ethos of 

pushing boundaries through engineering, and are helping to make data accessible to fitness and 

performance enthusiasts of all ages or abilities by distilling the numbers into simple, useful and 

personal narratives that improve performance. 

As an INCUS Backend Software Engineer, your mission will be to enhance the INCUS experience by 

optimising our cloud platform and related services. You will build upon existing systems and use your 

creativity to develop new functionality that ensures an engaging and unique experience for all. This will 

mainly include the development of cloud analytics microservices and back-end services, to be used by 

the mobile app clients. You will also help in the development and deployment workflow for our in-house 

engineers, to provide a seamless experience for all INCUS athletes. 

To get familiar with the current experience INCUS provides, download the “INCUS | CLOUD” app from 

Apple App Store (https://apps.apple.com/jm/app/incus-cloud/id1469191566) or Google Play 

(https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.incusperformance.incuscloud)  

 

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT 

● You will have significant responsibility, working both as part of a team and individually to develop 
high-performing cloud services and APIs for mobile clients.  

● You will be involved in the development and maintenance of our CI and CD pipelines, to support 
the development team’s processes in line with adopted source control branching strategies.  

● You will have a high degree of freedom and flexibility in your work.  
● As part of your role, you will represent the INCUS backend team and interact with other backend 

engineers, data scientists, firmware engineers and app developers who have been part of the 
INCUS team for 2 years or more (we always invest in people for the long-term and currently building 
up our team for the next few years).  

● You become a co-worker in an agile company with unbureaucratic structures and short decision-
making processes. 



● You will have the flexibility to implement new features, taking scaling opportunities into 
consideration. 

● You become part of a special team culture and working atmosphere. 

 

OUR REQUIREMENTS 

● Significant experience with Python. 
● Significant experience with Django. 
● A good understanding of RESTful APIs. 
● You know how to work with relational databases (e.g. MySQL). 
● Knowledge of software engineering principles (e.g. Object-oriented programming, data 

structures).  
● Competent in test driven development.  
● Competent in version control systems (Git).  
● Strong communication skills. 
● You are driven by outcomes and proactive in getting the job done.  
● Professional fluency in English. 

 

COMPLEMENTARY SKILLS 

● You have a good understanding of the Amazon Web Services (AWS) platform (EC2, S3, Route 53 
etc.). 

● You have worked with microservices/serverless concepts and frameworks (Amazon Lambda, 
Serverless, Zappa etc.). 

● You know DevOps concepts, such as continuous integration and continuous deployment and have 
worked with containerisation tools (Docker, Kubernetes etc.). 

● You have basic frontend development skills (HTML, CSS, JavaScript). 
● You have some knowledge of other types of APIs (e.g. GraphQL) or Python RESTful frameworks 

(e.g. Flask). 
 

BENEFITS 

● A truly flexible work culture. Remote working and/or Covid-secure office-based work to suit you. 

● Unbureaucratic working structure with ability to present and lead your own work and ideas. 

● Encouragement and budget for professional development. We want you to enjoy your time 

developing a cutting-edge product, while growing both your technical skills and your soft skills. 

● Generous holiday allowance (27 days + 8 bank holidays). 

● Choice of hardware and access to the best software. 

● On-site parking at INCUS HQ. 

● A team of like-minded and enthusiastic colleagues from a variety of technical and non-technical 

backgrounds. 

● Ability to get involved and learn in other aspects of the business you are interested in, such as 

data collection, athlete engagement and design. 

● A lot of fun! We are working to reinvent the way people engage in sport, and that comes with a 

good laugh now and then. 


